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The speaker presented his research on the role of sports as a soft power in changing political dynamics 
in many regions around the world. For example, when African countries established in 1957 their own 
football association, the Confederation of African Football (CAF), Apartheid South Africa (one of the 
founders of CAF) was ejected from the association because it fielded an all-white team. He also 
discussed how Egypt, the winner of the first cup, used that event to rally its people as well as many 
around the world in the aftermath of the 1956 tripartite aggression, when its president Gamal Abdel 
Naser nationalized the Suez Canal. On a global stage, Naser used football in that occasion as means to 
consolidate his leadership for the decolonization of third world countries, as well as a source to mobilize 
the masses and marginalize and isolate his enemies.  

The speaker focused almost exclusively on how football (soccer) was used in international relations for 
political purposes even beyond soft power. He classified the process in which states employ the use of 
football for regime legitimation into five categories. The first category examined the way a State used 
football as a mode of legitimizing its imperial control. A prime example had taken place in the aftermath 
of the 2003 US invasion of Iraq, when the Iraqi football team was able to reach the semi-final stage in 
the 2004 Summer Olympics in Athens. The achievement was used by George W. Bush to justify the US 
invasion and regime change in Iraq the previous year for electoral gain in the US presidential campaign, 
and to construct a narrative about a US success in Iraq. Even many in the US media were associating 
Iraq’s victory with the invasion describing how the Iraqi team had captured “the American imagination,” 
as the new Iraq had embraced peace and liberation, and was represented by a diverse team with different 
ethnic backgrounds.  

The second category is that a State can channel popular sentiment towards the national football team 
as an extension of authoritarian control during periods of political transition. The speaker elaborated 
on this with two examples from Egypt. The first was under the Mubarak regime, when Egypt was 
attempting to qualify for the world cup in 2009 after an absence of 20 years. Algeria and Egypt had to 
meet face to face in a tie breaker match in Sudan. When Algeria won, the regime exploited the result by 
drumming up nationalistic feelings and encouraged the disruptive behavior of the fans as the Algerian 
team’s bus was attacked injuring some of the players and other team personnel. In Cairo, over a thousand 
Egyptian fans gathered in front of the Algerian embassy after the defeat, where they protested by burning 
Algerian flags. A war of words by Egyptian and Algerian officials took place as the Egyptian state and 
media channeled the anger of the fans towards nationalistic sentiments in order to support Mubarak’s  
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son Gamal, who played a central role in the crisis, as Egypt’s future president. Similarly, the Egyptian 
state mobilized the masses in the 2014 and 2018 world cup qualifying matches in order to draw away 
attention from its brutal repression and legitimize its rule after the 2013 coup. When the team qualified 
to play in the early stages of the 2018 World Cup in Russia during Sisi’s reelection bid, not only was he 
endorsed by the head of the football association, but the regime had also exploited the stardom and 
popularity of its world star player, Mohammad Salah, in order to make itself popular.  

The third category was States that use their investments in football to fend off threats during times of 
crises. The speaker gave the example of Qatar in the aftermath of the 2017 blockade imposed by Saudi 
Arabia and the UAE. In that summer, French team Paris-St. Germain (PSG), which is owned by Qatar, 
was shelling out a massive transfer fee to Barcelona (almost $300 million) in order to acquire Brazilian 
superstar Neymar, a fee that was more than double the previous record. This was not a simple sport’s 
transaction but a geopolitical development as the name of Qatar had taken center stage while Saudi 
Arabia, UAE, Bahrain and Egypt cutoff their relations with Qatar accusing it of supporting terrorism. It 
was also an attempt by the two gulf neighbors to extort Qatar and derail its ability to host the 2022 World 
Cup. But even after a punishing blockade and massive budget cuts, Qatar signed a large five-year 
contract with PSG and Neymar to promote its hosting of the World Cup, a classic case of using football 
to ward off a crisis. 

In the fourth category the speaker explored the case of the UAE as an example where States can leverage 
their economic power in the high stakes of European football to extract political concessions in pursuit 
of their strategic goals. The UAE has maintained its multi-billion dollar investment and ownership of 
the Manchester City football team to support its authoritarian rule in the region and advance its political 
anti-Islamist agenda. Over several years, the Emiratis have pressured Britain to take aggressive measures 
against the Muslim Brotherhood and designate it as a terrorist group. A series of economic incentives 
were given by UAE to the Manchester City club, as well as to British companies and military in 
exchange for taking decisive action against the MB. When no action was taken, the Manchester City 
club’s chairman issued a warning to the British ambassador to the UAE, resulting in the British 
government launching an inquiry to investigate the MB. It was a blatant attempt to use sports as leverage 
to extort political concessions. 

In the fifth category the speaker examined the way States could use their sponsorship of  football events 
in order to break out of their international isolation and receive good publicity, a category the speaker 
called “Sports’ Washing.” The example presented was Saudi Arabia’s sponsorship of the Super Cup 
games of the Spanish and Italian leagues in the aftermath of the assassination of journalist Jamal 
Khashoggi. The Saudi regime and its Crown Prince Mohammad Bin Salman had taken a hit after it was 
found out that they were behind Khashoggi’s gruesome killing. Saudi Arabia then spent millions of 
dollars in sponsoring football games by bringing prominent European teams to play in Saudi Arabia in 
an attempt to whitewash crimes and human rights violations it was accused of on its soil as well as its 
disastrous war in Yemen.   

Dr. Al-Arian concluded by observing that none of these categories are exclusive, but that states could 
employ more than one category at any given time. 

Summary by: Maryam Khan, CIGA Research Associate 


